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Chapter 151 Mysterious Man 5
They talked in full swing here, but they knew how many jealous eyes looked here. Even,
they didn’t even know that the person in front of them was the mysterious guest they
were talking about.
I thought it was a foreigner, or someone over half a hundred years old, but I never
thought that he was just what they said, a mysterious guest.
“Why did you come back suddenly?” Amy Xia looked at him and asked.
“I miss you, there just happen to be activities, I will come back and have a look!” LEO
said without hesitation. Hearing this, Amy Xia smiled, “It happened that there was
activity, so come back and see me by the way!?” Amy Xia raised her eyebrows and
asked casually.
Listening to Amy Xia’s words, LEO smiled without explaining much.
At this moment, Sebastian Mu came over from behind, “Amy Xia, who is this?” Hearing
Sebastian Mu’s voice, LEO and Amy Xia looked back together.
At this moment, Sebastian Mu came up with a smile on his face. Directly in front of them,
Sebastian Mu’s mouth smiled, “This is?” LEO looked at Sebastian Mu, the man in front
of him exuded a possessive aura towards Amy Xia.
Only two people had the same thoughts.
Only when you feel it.
Amy Xia stood there, looking at Sebastian Mu’s smile, she was a little uncomfortable,
when did this man smile so openly at her. So, Amy Xia introduced.
“This is my mentor LEO, and this is my boss, boss, Sebastian Mu!” Amy Xia gave a brief
introduction. Hearing Amy Xia’s introduction, Sebastian Mu suddenly felt a little
dissatisfied. He just glanced at Amy Xia and said nothing.
At this time, LEO extended his hand generously, “Hello, LEO, you can call me Song Qi!”

“Hello, Sebastian Mu!” Sebastian Mu also extended his hand generously, and the two
shook hands. Just when they were about to say something, Alexia’s voice rang.
“First of all, thank you all for coming to my banquet, but today I also have two good news
to announce!” Alexia’s voice pulled everyone’s attention away.
“First introduce someone to everyone!” As he said, Alexia looked towards LEO.
LEO didn’t expect Alexia to introduce her, but now that he spoke, he walked over in
cooperation.
“This is the LEO I mentioned to you, the president of London Oayne Jewelry Group!”
Hearing this, there was an uproar, and then there was a lot of discussion.
I thought it was a person over half a hundred years old, but I didn’t expect to be a young
man in his twenties now, and he was so outstanding.
At this moment, LEO stood on the side with a smile at the corner of his mouth.
“Everyone can call me LEO or Song Qi, because I am also from City A!” LEO stood
there and said. The words don’t sound like any air, but standing there is a kind of aura in
itself. Then after a few simple words, Alexia resumed the topic, “The second hour is the
official establishment of our company’s cooperation with Chow. This is also the biggest
thing I have gained from leaving City A this time!” Alexia just said.
After that, there was a round of applause. Next, Alexia spoke for a while, and Sebastian
Mu and Amy Xia stood aside.
“Amy Xia, it seems that I underestimated you!” Sebastian Mu said leisurely with a voice
that only two people can hear. Hearing this Amy Xia was taken aback, “Mr. Mu, what do
you mean by this?”
“Unexpectedly, you still know such a person!” Sebastian Mu said.

Episode 152
Thinking of the image of the two people hugging just now, his anger stopped. He knew
her so much and never heard her say it.
Amy Xia was also standing there, holding champagne in her hand, seemingly looking at
Alexia, but also talking to Sebastian Mu.
“Mr. Mu, we are not very familiar with each other, so it is normal if you don’t know about
my affairs!” Amy Xia also said leisurely. Unfamiliar? Hearing this, Sebastian Mu was
stunned.
Although it is true, it is still very unhappy to hear Amy Xia say this.

“Unfamiliar? Are you not familiar with marriage?” Sebastian Mu gritted his teeth and
looked at Amy Xia’s profile. Get married… This is it again! After Amy Xia paused, she
looked back at Sebastian Mu, “What about being married, how about we meet, but twice,
where can we get to know each other?”
“Marriage is just a piece of paper!” Amy Xia said. The former is enough to make
Sebastian Mu angry.
In the latter sentence, marriage is a piece of paper, which makes Sebastian Mu even
worse. That indifferent tone made him wish to pinch her to death.
“It seems that you are so indifferent to marriage!” Sebastian Mu said word by word, but
his dissatisfaction was already evident in his voice.
“It’s not indifferent.
I didn’t have a choice three years ago. Now, I really value it!” Amy Xia said every word.
How could she look down on it! Three years ago, if she didn’t do that, Xia Shi might
really be ruined! So, she really has no choice.
“Really?” Sebastian Mu asked leisurely.
“Of course!” Amy Xia nodded, then looked at Sebastian Mu, and suddenly said, “A
person like President Mu won’t understand!” In a word, Sebastian Mu’s face was almost
crooked.
If it were not for so many people, Sebastian Mu would definitely hold her there, kiss her
fiercely, and kiss those aggressive mouths.
At this time, Alexia didn’t know what she said, and received another round of applause.
At this time, LEO retired.
After seeing Sebastian Mu and Amy Xia, he couldn’t help but speak, “What are you
talking about?” After hearing this, Amy Xia immediately smiled, “Nothing!” Sebastian Mu,
“…
“This woman always greets others with a smile and is always so aggressive towards him.
Thinking of this, Sebastian Mu walked up, looked at LEO, couldn’t help but speak, “Talk
about marriage!” Amy Xia was taken aback, and looked up at Sebastian Mu.
Sebastian Mu didn’t see it and looked at LEO with a smile, “LEO, are you married yet?”
LEO’s eyes lingered on Amy Xia and Sebastian Mu, and then said, “No!” Hearing this,
Sebastian Mu smiled, “So, what kind of woman do you like!?” Sebastian Mu asked .
Sebastian Mu’s words are all beyond people’s expectations.

LEO didn’t reject his topic, and said, “Confident, beautiful, and story-telling woman!”
Although it was just a three-sentence summary, Sebastian Mu’s intuition told him that
the person he was talking about was Amy Xia.
“Really?” Sebastian Mu glanced at Amy Xia, then looked at LEO, “Then, would you like
a married woman?”

Chapter 153
As soon as I said this, the atmosphere instantly stiffened.
Amy Xia’s eyes also looked at Sebastian Mu. This man is clearly on purpose! But
Sebastian Mu smiled at the corner of his mouth and looked straight at LEO. He wanted
to know what he would say. He also wanted to know what Amy Xia’s reaction would look
like! At this time, LEO’s eyes naturally fell on Amy Xia’s body.
After turning his deep eyes on her body, she smiled and asked, “Does President Mu
care about this?” LEO asked wisely. gone back.
Sebastian Mu was also not angry, but he could see that the man in front of him was not
a kind person.
“Of course, I really mind!” Sebastian Mu said every word, his narrow eyes leaked a
sharp light.
LEO smiled, “I don’t mind!”
“I don’t care about a person’s past, what I care about is her present and future!” LEO
said leisurely, “As long as this woman is worthy of my cherishment, I don’t care!” At this
point, Sebastian Mu’s mouth overflowed with a sneer, “Really don’t care? Song Gongzi,
your answer is estimated to make many women happy, but in my opinion, it is very
official!” Sebastian Mu paused. Say. There is quite a look that wants to force LEO to
show its prototype. Because he is a man, he knows very clearly that no man doesn’t
care about this! The reason why Sebastian Mu said this is because men know men best!
Listening to Sebastian Mu’s words, LEO smiled, “Really? Whether you believe it or not,
it’s true, time will tell everything!” LEO looked at Sebastian Mu and said with a faint smile.
These words also conveyed a message subconsciously.
Sebastian Mu’s face became cold, and he looked at LEO, but LEO smiled faintly, and
looked at Amy Xia, who was always silent on one side, and his eyes were full of
tenderness.
Only when he saw Amy Xia would he show such affection.
Amy Xia didn’t see this.

It was Sebastian Mu who saw this. He frowned unhappy, but said nothing. She stood
between the two people, feeling very awkward, especially the topic between them,
which made her very awkward, but she still had to pretend to be nonchalant. However,
the words Sebastian Mu said echoed in her mind. He cares about married women! ! !
She didn’t know what to say, and she remembered it accidentally! Amy Xia pursed her
lips, although she looked at Alexia pretending to be calm, she didn’t want to participate
in the conversation between them.
At this moment, the music suddenly rang. They all know that the first dance is about to
begin.
At this time, Sebastian Mu and LEO both arranged their clothes, and at almost the same
time, they reached out to Amy Xia.
Amy Xia was taken aback and looked at them.
Sebastian Mu and LEO didn’t expect this to happen either. But neither of the two wanted
to withdraw their hands.
Amy Xia stood there, and suddenly felt that there was a problem. Your mother and your
girlfriend fell into the water at the same time. This problem is not difficult at all. The
difficulty is her current situation! Sebastian Mu is her boss. She came with him today
and couldn’t refuse.

Chapter 154
And LEO is her mentor. The mentor is just a respectful name.
In fact, he helped her a lot. She couldn’t even tell her that LEO was not. Now, they
stretched out their hands at the same time, Amy Xia was stunned. How to choose.
In the center of the dance floor, someone was already dancing, and on their side… Both
hands stretched out to her, and they didn’t mean to take it back.
Amy Xia looked at them, thinking about how to relieve the current situation.
At this moment, Alexia also saw them here.
It can be seen that Amy Xia is very popular now, but also very embarrassed.
After thinking about it, I decided to go over.
“Now it seems that Miss Xia is very popular, so no one invited me to dance?” Alexia said
with a smile. Seeing Alexia coming, Amy Xia seemed to be rescued.
“LEO, do you want to dance with me first!?” At this moment, Alexia looked at LEO and
said.

At this moment, LEO glanced at Amy Xia, glanced at Sebastian Mu inadvertently, and
the corners of his mouth were raised, “Of course!” After speaking, he stretched out his
hand to Alexia, “Beautiful lady, can I invite you to dance?”
“Ofcourse!” As she said, Alexia’s hand was placed on LEO’s. Two people stepped onto
the dance floor.
Amy Xia was relieved.
At this time, Sebastian Mu looked at Amy Xia, “Why? Don’t you want to jump with me?”
Amy Xia turned her head and looked at Sebastian Mu, but did not speak, but put her
hand directly on his hand. Now it is useless to say more, she is still less.
It would be nice to say a few words. So, two people stepped onto the dance floor. The
music sounded slowly, and Sebastian Mu stopped Amy Xia’s waist, “Amy Xia, it seems
that you have not been free for the past two years!” Sebastian Mu couldn’t help but said
sarcastically. Hearing this, Amy Xia frowned. Knowing that Sebastian Mu had
misunderstood her and LEO, she didn’t explain much, but also said, “I’m okay, it’s Mr.
Mu who is really not idle!” Hearing this, Sebastian Mu’s face changed.
“Amy Xia, are you taunting me!?” Sebastian Mu asked displeasedly when she looked at
her.
“I’m just telling a fact!” Amy Xia smiled slightly, ignoring the anger on his face.
“What about you? What is your relationship with that Song Qi?” Sebastian Mu looked at
her and asked.
“Just…” When the words came to her lips, Amy Xia suddenly stopped, looking at
Sebastian Mu, the corners of her mouth twitched, “Mr. Mu, this is my privacy.
It seems that there is no need to even explain this to you, right?” Mu Sedum’s face was
unhappy, and his deep and secluded eyes fixed on Amy Xia’s delicate little face.
“You seem to have forgotten an identity!!” Sebastian Mu said while watching her.
“What?”
“Don’t forget, you’re still my ex-wife!”
“Mr. Mu, you said it yourself.
It’s just the ex-wife. We are already divorced. Besides, I never asked you about Ling
Xiaoyun, did I? !” Amy Xia looked at Sebastian Mu and said every word. Hearing this,
Sebastian Mu’s expression changed. But I have to say that Amy Xia’s words are correct.
Sebastian Mu suddenly hated this first word! ! The two danced, and Sebastian Mu felt
vengeful. His hand suddenly clasped her waist, and the two of them pressed close
together, dancing very ambiguously.

Chapter 155
Amy Xia frowned at his sudden move and looked at him. The corner of Sebastian Mu’s
mouth was smiling, and he continued to dance.
“Mr. Mu, you don’t have to dance like this?” Amy Xia asked, looking at him.
It is clearly intentional! Sebastian Mu smiled, “It’s not the first time to dance with me,
don’t you know?” As he said, he hugged Amy Xia tighter, and the whole person got
together. From one side, they looked like a couple. general.
Amy Xia was upset, but it was not easy to push him away from so many people, so he
could only let him go crazy. This is, LEO on one side, with deep eyes watching them
closely…
“Why? You like that Miss Xia!?” At this moment, Alexia looked at LEO and asked.
Hearing what Alexia said, LEO turned his gaze back and looked at Alexia, “What?”
Alexia smiled, “You young people like this, you like it, but you like to pretend to be
stupid.
As someone who comes by, I tell you, if you like it, be brave Pursuit, although I don’t
know the result, but there should be no regrets in life!” Alexia said. Hearing this, LEO
frowned slightly, looking at Alexia, but thinking of something in his mind… The banquet
went on for almost three hours, and everyone gradually dispersed after it was over.
Although nothing unexpected happened today, Sebastian Mu and LEO became the
post-dinner talks of the entire banquet. Even when Amy Xia stood at the door of the
hotel, he could hear those who entered and exited talking about what happened tonight.
Leo and Sebastian Mu were all in their mouths…
Amy Xia took a deep breath. From now on, she should participate in such occasions
with Sebastian Mu. Standing at the door, wearing a tuxedo, the breeze blowing gently,
she suddenly took a deep breath, and then relaxed.
“Amy!” At this moment, a magnetic voice sounded behind him. Hearing the sound, Amy
Xia turned her head, this is LEO walking up.
After seeing him, Amy Xia smiled, “I didn’t see you after the party was over!”
“Alexia just talked about something!” LEO said.
Amy Xia nodded.
“I will send you back?” At this moment, LEO said.

“No, I brought her here, so I can send her back!” At this moment, Sebastian Mu’s voice
also came from behind.
Looking back, Sebastian Mu came over.
Amy Xia stood there. Seeing them, the more she wanted to avoid such a situation, the
more it happened. She came out first by herself, but she didn’t expect to see them both
here.
“Mr. Mu brought it, and he doesn’t have to take it back!” At this moment, LEO said.
“Master Song, you don’t understand this.
Although you are Chinese, you grew up in a Western country and you don’t understand
our rules here. Whoever brought it must be sent back!” Sebastian Mu looked at Leo said
word by word. The words have such a meaning, but I don’t know why, when Sebastian
Mu said these words, there is a feeling of strong words.
LEO was not angry either, standing there, standing tall, with a sure smile at the corners
of his mouth, “Mr. Mu, now is an open era, everyone has their own choices and the right
to decide. Why, let us give the right to choose How did the parties decide?” LEO raised
his eyebrows, showing a gentlemanly demeanor in his words.

